NEWSLETTER
Editorial
Did you know that 90% of waste in Low
Income Countries (LICS) s is either disposed
of in unregulated dumps or openly burned,
causing serious health problems and damaging
the climate? Are you aware that greenhouse
gas emissions need to be approximately
halved by 2030 and be net-zero by 2050 in
order to have a chance of limiting the
global temperature rise to 1.5°C? And that
according to the OECD, at least 105 of the 169
targets underlying the 17 SDGs will not be
reached without subnational governments?
This is why Pegasus, R20, IUCN & Gold Standard got together in 2020 to create the
Subnational Climate Finance initiative (SCF), a blended finance initiative that
aims to invest in and scale mid-sized subnational infrastructure projects in
developing countries. We hope those to support progress towards: SDG 7 by
increasing the production of renewable energy in the beneficiary countries; on SDG 8
by creating jobs, in particularly for women; SDGs 11 by improving the lives of millions
of citizens; and SDG13 reducing the production of C02.
We hope to also demonstrate that blended finance can unlock capitals to achieve the
SDGs as there is an urgency to tackle the climate crisis.
This newsletter will inform you about the latest activities of SCF, including the projects
that have received technical assistance, our investments, the events that we organize
as well as thoughts leadership.
IUCN, Gold Standard, Pegasus and R20

What is SCF?
The Subnational Climate Finance initiative (SCF) invests in Subnational climatesmart infrastructure projects incorporating nature-based solutions including
sustainable energy, waste and water management, urban development solutions
and sustainable agriculture in 42 countries.

The SCF Initiative consists of, and investment fund managed by Pegasus Capital
Advisors and Technical Assistance Facility executed by R20, IUCN and Gold
Standard.

Technical Assistance
The grant-funded facility ($28M) for Technical Assistance (TA) provides technical
support and grant funding to stakeholders in identifying and strengthening
investment proposals for the Fund. In addition to financial performance, it
supports implementers in ensuring the achievement of National Determined
Contributions (NDCs), SDG impacts, and Nature Based Solutions (NbS). With the
GCF's financial support, TA is managed by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and implemented together with R20
Foundation and Gold Standard.

Technical assistance for project preparation
deployed as of August 2022:

Events
6 to 8 September, Quito
SCF Latin America and the Caribbean Regional Workshop:
“Investing in sustainable subnational solutions
for climate, nature, and people”
This event will bring together key actors of
the SCF initiative in Latin America and the
Caribbean to build capacity, strengthen the
enabling environment for sustainable finance
of climate resilient infrastructure and naturebased solutions and offer exchange of
information and networking opportunities for
regional actors.

3 to 6 October, Geneva
Building Bridges Session
The 2022 edition of Building Bridges will take place on October 3-6 in Geneva, and
feature more than 65 events co-hosted by 100 private companies, international
organizations, and NGOs.
We are proud to host a panel discussion at Building Bridges this year, and actively
contribute to a sustainable future. Our event, taking place on the 5th of October
at 11am, will explore the use of blended finance instruments to to develop
low-carbon and climate resilient infrastructure projects.

Thoughts leadership
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